Requirements for Lab Portfolio and Extra Credit Lab

Lab Portfolio (worth 9 points)
- You must have a typed title page (which includes your name, T.A.'s name, CID #, date, and class name-PS 110A or PS 111A) and table of contents (which includes individual titles of the experiments and page numbers-can use the page numbers of the lab supplement).
- All lab write-ups that have been turned in must be included (you will not be penalized twice for not doing a lab).
- Include a yellow sheet.
- The portfolio must be bound appropriately (in a binder or bound at Cougar Creations/Copy)-the appearance of the portfolio will impact the grade you receive.

Extra Credit Lab (worth up to 9 points-can make up for lost points in lab write-ups or missing a lab)
- Include at least 45 experiments relating only to concepts covered in lab or lecture that could be done in an elementary school classroom-do not use experiments that are the same as or extremely similar to those performed in lab.
- The experiments need to be organized into subjects (shown in the table of contents).
- The experiments do not need to be done or written up, just photocopy them from a book or print them off of the internet. Make sure you have all the information needed to do these experiments in the classroom setting (we have books in the lab that you may use as references).
- Include at least 5 different sources (no more than 10 experiments per source will count).
- You must include a typed title page (which includes your name, T.A.'s name, CID #, date, and class name-PS 110A or PS 111), a table of contents (which includes the names of the experiments), and a reference page (either American Psychological Association or Modern Language Association format).
- You need to color, or symbol, code each experiment so we know which experiment goes with each reference (refer to T.A. if you have any questions)-easiest if done in table of contents with the map on the reference page.
- The extra credit lab materials must also be bound (in a binder or at Cougar Creations/Copy).
- If you do both the Portfolio and Extra Credit lab, you can bind them together, but you must have separate title pages and table of contents for each.